In this paper, we consider the problem of rate control for video transmission over variable bit rate (VBR) channels. We focus on finding off-line optimal rate control for VBR transmission with a token bucket policing function. To ensure a maximum minimum quality is obtained over all data units, we introduce a minimum maximum distortion (MMAX) criterion in this channel-constrained problem. We show that, due to the channel constraints, a MMAX solution leads to a relatively low average distortion, because the total rate budget is not completely utilized. Therefore, after finding a MMAX solution, an additional minimization of average distortion (MMAX+) criterion is proposed to increase overall quality of the data sequence by using remaining resources. The proposed algorithms lead to an increase in average quality with respect to the MMAX solution, while providing a much more constant quality than MMSE solutions. Moreover we show how the MMAX+ approach can be implemented with low complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Future high bandwidth video applications, such as video-on-demand (VOD) will require transmission over the network of video compressed at a variable rate. Thus, a rate control has to be used, based on objectives such as coded video quality or data rate. Also, video transmission requires delay constraints to guarantee real time playback, since video frames that arrive too late are useless.
To transmit VBR encoded data, VBR transmission is preferable to CBR (constant bit rate) transmission since VBR transmission needs lower end-to-end delay and a smaller buffer size [l, 2, 31. However, due to the limited network resources, negotiation between each user and the network is indispensable in order to ensure QoS (quality of service) guarantees, where the parameters specified to define QoS can be delay jitter, bandwidth, end-to-end delay and so on. In addition, policing mechanisms are used to alert the network if there are users who violate the agreed upon transmission parameters.
VBR video transmission through ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) networks with a leaky bucket policing function has been studied in the literature [I, 4,2, 31. In [l, 2,3], VBR transmission under both encoding and decoding buffer constraints and channel constraints is studied. In [4] , multiple leaky bucket policing is introduced to regulate peak rate. It may be desirable to supplement This work has been supported in part by NASA under grant AIST-01 22-0005.
0-7803-7304-9/02/$17.00 C2002 IEEE a traffic policing function with a traffic shaping policy where traffic shaping is used to smooth out a traffic flow. One simple traffic shaping approach is "token bucket" (TB) policing. At the encoder side, leaky buckets and token buckets with the same parameters (i.e., the bucket size and the token rate) are equivalent. However, at the decoder side, the incoming data rate produced by each of these two approaches can be different.
Token buckets are also specified in next generation Intemet Protocol (IP) networks. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has defined the Guaranteed Service (GS) in order to provide QoS to real time applications and token bucket policing is recommended as a traffic shaping method for GS [5] .
After channel and source constraints such as channel bandwidth, peak transmission rate, limited delay, total bit-budget or the size of codec buffers have been determined, a target quality measure should be chosen. Most previous work for image and video coding has been based on minimization of average distortion (MMSE). As a consequence, optimal bit allocation under various constraints for the MMSE criterion has been widely studied in the literature. Examples include bit allocation for arbitrary inputs and a discrete set of available quantizers [6], bit allocation under buffer constraints [7] and bit allocation for video transmission over ATM networks [2] [3]. A main drawback of the MMSE criterion is that the quality difference between frames can be large and some frames may be coded at relatively low quality even though the average quality is high. A minimum maximum distortion (MMAX) criterion has been proposed to prevent this heavy fluctuation of source quality and, based on this criterion, optimal bit allocation under a bit-budget constraint has been studied [SI. Using this criterion, coding units having a significantly lower than average quality can be avoided. However, when multiple constraints are present, the MMAX criterion by itself may be inefficient. This is because the MMAX optimization is terminated as soon as it cannot decrease the maximum overall distortion.
A criterion for minimizing distortion in lexicographical sense (MLEX) has been proposed as a modified MMAX approach to increase overall quality [9] . This criterion is used to find optimal bit allocation under CBR constraints in [9] where quantizer levels are used as a distortion measure and it is shown that the optimal solution is determined by using constant quantizer segments. But, in general, if a distortion measure can take any arbitrary values, the proposed algorithm cannot be easily applied.
As an alternative approach to increase overall quality after finding a MMAX solution, we propose to use the MMSE criterion for the remaining bit-budget. We denote this criterion MMAX+, Fig. 1 . System model of TB policing. C is the token rate and C i is the transmission rate of the ith frame interval. TB,,, and P indicate the size of a token bucket and the peak rate for each. In this policing, one byte data can be transmitted per token.
because it adds additional targets to the MMAX criterion. Since MMAX+ explicitly targets average distortion it will lead to better average mean square error (MSE) than MLEX. We have also proposed the MMAX+ criterion for video transmission over a CBR channel in [lo] . In this paper, we extend the idea to video transmission over a VBR channel with token bucket policing. While in the CBR case a W A X + technique improves quality by preventing encoder buffer underflow, in the VBR case the increase in quality is achieved by preventing token buffer overflow. First we develop an algorithm to find the optimal MMAX solution. We introduce MMAX and MMAX+ criteria in this channel constrained problem with a discrete set of quantizers available to code each frame, so that the best minimum quality of all frames is provided by the MMAX criterion and good overall quality is achieved by the M U + criterion. We also propose an algorithm to reduce the complexity of finding the MMAX+ solution. Simulation results show that the solution of our proposed method gives much better minimum quality than the MMSE solution, with comparable average quality at a much lower complexity. This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, an algorithm to find the optimal solution under a MMAX criterion is presented.
In section 3, algorithms to find the optimal MMAX+ solution with reduced complexity are proposed. Experimental results are provided in section 4. Conclusions are provided in section 5.
OPTIMAL RATE CONTROL IN A MMAX CRITERION
Video transmission is constrained by the maximum delay allowable, the encoder and decoder buffers and channel constraints, such as channel rate and channel policing functions. In a VBR transmission case, preventing encoder buffer overflow does not guarantee that a decoder buffer is not in overflow or underflow. Therefore, the decoder buffer state has to be considered as a constraint in a rate control scheme for VBR transmission [Z] [3] . In this paper, to maximize channel utilization, we assume that transmission is constrained by the maximum delay, rather than by the size of encoder and decoder buffers. In other words, the size of encoder and decoder buffers is assumed to be large enough to always store all the data that it will be possible to transmit under the given delay constraint (for the given channel rate constraint). Thus, our goal is finding the optimal rate control for MMAX and MMAX+ criteria under the given maximum delay and network policing constraints.
In this paper, TB policing is used as a policing constraint. TB policing is defined with 5 parameters named transmission specification (Tspec) in [5] . In the specification, the amount of data sent is constrained not only by the available tokens but also by the peak rate. This peak rate constraint is used to put a limit on the size of data bursts. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1 , the constraints of our problem are token bucket parameters (the token rate (C) and the size of token bucket (TBm,,)), the peak rate (P) and the maximum delay (M), where the peak rate and the token rate are measured in bytes per frame interval. Then the problem we are trying to solve using a MMAX criterion can be formulated as follows: min,, (max(Di))
where TBi = min(TB,,,,TBi-1
In the above equations, Bi indicates the buffer occupancy after the encoded ith frame (1 5 i 5 S, S is the number of frames) is moved to the buffer, TBi indicates the TB state just before starting the ith frame interval (the interval between the ith frame and the next frame) transmission, and M indicates maximum delay in frame units. R, and Di indicate the rate and distortion of the ith frame, which are determined by the selection of a quantization level qi (1 5 qi 5 Qi). Initial transmission rate (CO) is zero and initial encoder buffer and TB state can be any values between zero and their maximum value. The number of tokens in a TB (TBi) and the number of data in an encoder buffer (Bi) cannot be negative; this is guaranteed by (5). Note that among many possible channel rate selection policies, in (5). we select the maximum available transmission rate at each frame interval. This selection guarantees a performance as good as the best, since it tends to minimize the token overflow probability (because it uses rate as fast as it can.)
As shown in (2), the encoder buffer state is restricted by the maximum amount of data that can be sent during the next M frame intervals. Therefore the minimum size of the encoder buffer (B) that will prevent additional buffer constraints from arising is B = min(TB,,, + M . C, M . P ) .
(6)
In other words if the physical buffer size is greater than B in (6) then we need not consider the additional buffer constraint (but still consider the delay constraint as in (2)). The algorithm to find the optimal MMAX solution can then be defined as follows: 
[Step 21: If the buffer state satisjies the condition in (2) for all i then go to
Step I , otherwise STOP The frame that has m imum distortion is the frame whose quantization changed just before STOP. Fig. 2 shows two simple examples of VBR transmission with TB policing in a MMAX criterion. As shown in (a), even though more data are stored in the buffer, the amount of data transmitted is always lower than the middle diagonal lines in Fig. 2 since the available maximum rate is determined by remaining tokens in the TB and new incoming tokens in a frame interval (i.e., TBi + C).
In (b), the constant slope between the 2nd frame and the 6th frame indicates the peak rate. As shown in the figure, the amount of transmitted data is limited even though more tokens are available.
The MMAX solution may result in TB overflow, especially when easily compressed frames are coded successively. Note that tokens that are dropped due to TB overflow cannot be used for future data transmission. In this paper, we propose to use "spare" tokens due to TB overflow in order to decrease MSE. We term this the MMAX+ approach as the MMAX solution is improved upon with an additional MSE criterion. where BY represents the right side of (2) and BP represents the buffer state at the ith frame interval when the MMAX solution is used. Note that the additional step we propose can only increase the number of bytes used since the MMAX solution is used as the initial condition. For example, in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), "A" and "B' indicate BY and BF respectively (in (b) , ' ' A' ' and "B" are same.).
OPTIMAL RATE CONTROL IN
Note that although BY in (7) is lower than B this does not mean we can allocate an additional B," -By bytes. This is because the trace B y already incorporates the effect of transmitted data, and thus additional data allocated by the encoder do not result in additional channel rate (i.e., they need to exploit instances of token buffer overflow when available transmit capacity was wasted.)
Thus any increase to Bi over BY leads to decreasing tokens in the TB for all i' 2 i , so that token underflow could occur for i', even if it does not occur for i. To reduce the upper bound of the buffer state of a frame, we introduce the concept of effective buffer size (EBS), where the EBS of a frame is the maximum additional rate that can be used to increase the quality of the frame and such that no token underflow and no violation of the condition in (2) occur. To find the EBS, we first consider the case that P is not a constraint. We denote the remaining tokens after transmitting the data determined by the MMAX solution for a frame interval as RT (i.e., RTi = TBi + C -C y , where RTi is the RT of the ith frame and CY is the transmission rate in the ith frame interval determined by the MMAX solution) then obviously EBSi (the EBS of the ith frame) is smaller than or equal to RT;, which varies from frame to frame. Examples of computation of the EBS are shown in Fig. 3 . In the figure, the EBS of frame "b" is determined by the minimum RT of all frames from " b onwards. This is because Qi ;=I The EBS of frame "a" is determined by the remaining tokens of the frame and that of frame "b" is determined by the remaining tokens of a following frame. The EBS of frame "c" is determined by the sum of the amount of TB overflow and the EBS of a frame after overflow. The EBS of frame "d" is determined by the remaining tokens of the frame since it is smaller than the EBS of frame "c".
additional bytes used at "b" will reduce the remaining tokens of all following frames (dashed lines in Fig. 3 (b) ). However, if TB is in overflow at the ith interval then the amount of token overflow (TO;, where TOi = max(TB; + C -C y -TB,,,, 0 ) ) can also be added to the bit-budget of the ith frame without affecting the TB state of future frames (See Fig. 3 (c) .). As shown in these examples, given EBSi+l, EBSi is computed as EBSi = min(RTi, TO; + EBSi+l) since RTi and EBS;+l guarantee no TB underflow in the current frame and all future frames, respectively. Therefore the EBS can be computed from the last frame by using the following equation. The optimal rate control problem under the MMAX+ criterion can be solved by using a dynamic programming [DP) method 131 or a Lagrangian optimization method [2] . Obviously other techniques are possible to find faster approximate solutions but in this paper we provide a result with an optimized DP method to provide a fair comparison between MMAX+ and MSE solutions. In the DP method which we use in this paper, given the buffer and channel constraints due to our goal to preserve the MMAX solution, the number of states can be reduced significantly by computing the EBS. The complexity of the MMSE algorithm is proportional to the number of states ( B and TB,,,) and quantization levels In Table 2 . the performance of each method under laver maximum delay, smaller token bucket size, lower peak rate is compared. Because these parameter changes give higher constraints to the problem. the allowable encoder buffer size is reduced as in (2) and (3) and severe local fluctuation of the blt-rate of GOPs cannot be absorbed. Therefore the minimum PSNR of the MMAX solution Is decreased and the additional bit-budget available due to the T B overflow is Increased. Since the bit-budget for the MMAXt solution is increased, the average PSNR can be improved and so the difference ofaverage PSNR between MMAX+ and MMSE solutions is decreased.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper. we developed the optimal bit allocation algorithm of VBR transmission in MMAX and MMAX+ criteria. The MMAXt criterion is introduced to improve total quality by using the remaining channel bandwidth under the MMAX criterion. Also an algorithm for finding the effective buffer size is proposed. The effective buffer slze is used to reduce the number of possible states of each frame and as a result, the complexity of the algorithm to find the optimal MMAX+ solution is reduced.
